The MASTER OF ARTS CHRISTIAN CARE integrates seamlessly into Capital’s existing MASTER OF DIVINITY degree.

MASTER OF ARTS
CHRISTIAN CARE (48 credits)

BIBLICAL & THEOLOGICAL STUDIES (12 credits)
BTC 553 The Biblical Narrative
BTC 563 Biblical Interpretation
BTC 573 Introduction to Christian Theology
BTC 583 Christianity in the Contemporary World

MINISTRY PRAXIS (9 credits)
MIN 504 Communicating Biblical Truth
MIN 509 Spiritual Formation and Discipleship
MIN 510 The Leader’s Life and Work

ADVANCED CHRISTIAN CARE PRAXIS (21 credits)
CHC 505 Foundations for Christian Care
CHC 510 Christian Care of Individuals
CHC 511 Christian Care of Individuals Lab
CHC 515 Christian Care of Families
CHC 516 Christian Care of Families Lab
CHC 520 Christian Care and Group Process
CHC 525 Training Christian Caregivers

FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCE (6 credits)
CHC 590 Christian Care of Individuals and Families Practicum
CHC 595 Training Christian Caregivers Practicum

MASTER OF ARTS
CHRISTIAN CARE
PLUS MASTER OF DIVINITY (78 credits)

BIBLICAL & THEOLOGICAL STUDIES (12 credits)
BTC 553 The Biblical Narrative
BTC 563 Biblical Interpretation
BTC 573 Introduction to Christian Theology
BTC 583 Christianity in the Contemporary World

MINISTRY PRAXIS (9 credits)
MIN 504 Communicating Biblical Truth
MIN 509 Spiritual Formation and Discipleship
MIN 510 The Leader’s Life and Work

ADVANCED CHRISTIAN CARE PRAXIS (21 credits)
CHC 505 Foundations for Christian Care
CHC 510 Christian Care of Individuals
CHC 511 Christian Care of Individuals Lab
CHC 515 Christian Care of Families
CHC 516 Christian Care of Families Lab
CHC 520 Christian Care and Group Process
CHC 525 Training Christian Caregivers

FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCE (6 credits)
CHC 590 Christian Care of Individuals and Families Practicum
CHC 595 Training Christian Caregivers Practicum

ADVANCED BIBLICAL & THEOLOGICAL STUDIES (24 credits)
BIB 510 Beginning Hebrew for Ministry
BIB 515 Beginning Greek for Ministry
BIB 511 Advanced Hebrew for Ministry
BIB 516 Advanced Greek for Ministry

Bible or Theology Course
Bible or Theology Course
Bible or Theology Course
Bible or Theology Course

ADVANCED MINISTRY PRAXIS (6 credits)
MIN 507 Leadership Development & Team Building
MIN 508 Organizational Change & Conflict
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